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Abstract. ~ Thin liquid films of ordered dihlock copolymers deposited on a solid substrate form a 

multilayer stacking parallel to the solid surface. A multilayer with a finite extend can he stable, 

metastable, or unstable, depending on thc relative values of the surface ener&ics of the various 

interfaces. The spreading parameter and chemical potential of a n-layer are derived, and used for 

classifying all possible situations. It is shown that only mono- and hilayers can be siahle, and that 

non-wetting multilayers are subjected to a long-time piling up instability, leading in practice to the 

formation of characteristic riggourat-like Structures. 

A diblock copolymer is made of two polymer chains with different chemical compositions A 

and B linked together end to end. Depending on the temperature, these materials are found in 

two different states. For T > To,, A and I3 are mixed and form a homogeneous melt. On the 

other hand, for T < Too, A and B species phase-separate and form miccrodomains with one 

dimension at least comparable to the chain sire. To, is called the microphase separation 

temperature or the order-disorder transition temperature [ I ] .  In the case of symmetric diblock 

copolymers, which have almost equal volume fractions of A and B, the microphase structure is 

lamellar. In thin films of these materials deposited on a solid substrate, these layers orient 

parallel to the substrate. In the present paper, we examine the wetting properties of these 

copolymer melts. 

The wetting behaviour of a simple liquid A on a solid surface is controled by the spreading 

parameter [Z], defined by 

where ysv ,  yLs and ypv are the surface tensions associated with the solid-vapour, liquid-solid 

and liquid-vapour interfaces, respectively. If S,\ is positive, the liquid spreads on the solid 

surface. Otherwise i t  does not wet the surface and forms a drop with a well-defined contact 

angle 8 ,  given by the Young relation 

(2) 
A 

Yfv cos H,, = YS" - YLS . 

Equations (1) and (2) hold good for any homogeneous liquid including polymer melts 
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1. Spreading parameter of a monolayer. 

Consider a monolayer of a symmetric diblock copolymer lying on a solid substrate, as 
illustrated in figure 1 .  The free energy per chain in such a film can be written as 131 

F ,  = (312) a k B  T(8/ROI2 + ( N u ' ~ P ) ( Y ~ B  + Y;V + 7;s) ( 3 )  

where l' is the monolayer thickness, a a numerical factor of the order of 1, k B  the Boltzmann 

constant, N the monomer index of the polymer, a the typical monomer size and 

R, = UN This phenomenological expression is found to be able to describe most of the 

observed properties of the lamellar phase of copolymers in the strong segregation limit, i.e. far 

from the order disorder transition. In the following we assume the above expression to be valid 

for a wide range of values of P .  

Fig. 1. - Schematic cross-section of a finite monolayer AB on a solid substrate. The equilibrium 
thickness PO is obtained for a balance of the different surface tensions, which can be viewed as forces per 

unit length of the edge. 

The free energy of the system is therefore given by 

F ,  = mF, + rsv(A, - A p )  (4) 

where A,  is the total surface area of the solid, A ,  the area covered by the copolymer and 

m the total number of polymer chains in the melt. Taking the energy of the bare solid as the 

reference, one can replace F by 

A F l = F , - y ~ ~ A s .  

Since A, = n2Nu311', one gets 

A F l  = m((312) u k ,  T(P/Ro)2  - Sl Nu3/!)  

with 

A B s, = YS" - YLS - YLV - Y A B  

When S ,  is negative, A F ,  has a minimum at P = to, with 

RO 
(7) 

and 

A F l ( f O )  = - ( 3 / 2 ) S ,  A, 
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If one includes the possibility of multilayer stacking, the minimum of AF , does not give 

necessarily the most stable state. Hence the rnonolayer at P, could he metastable. When 

S, > 0, A F ,  has no minimum for any p > 0 within the framework of equation (3 ) ,  and the melt 

totally spreads on the solid surface. The final thickness of the film in this case will he 

determined by the disjoining pressure due to the van der Waals forces. The sign of 

S, therefore determines the wetting behaviour of the monolayer. Note that : 

1 )  The spreading condition S ,  > 0 is much more difficult to realize than for a simple liquid, 

due to the additional surface tension y A B  ; 

2) The fact that the two pure species A and B taken separately wet a given solid surface, 

does not imply that the same is true for the copolymer ; 

3) We call A the species in contact with the solid, which implies : 

(8) 
B B A 

7:s + YLV < YLS + Y L V  . 

2. Energy of a copolymer bilayer. 

The structure of the bilayer requires that the same chemical species he in contact with both the 

solid and the vapour (Fig. 2). We take this to he the species A. In other words, we assume that 

the inequality, 

A B B 
76 + Y L V  < YLS + Y1.v 

B A is satisfied. In tenns of AyLs  = yLs ~ 7 6  and A Y  = yFv - yLy, the above inequality can he 

written as 

AY + A y L s  =- 0 .  (9) 

We will always assume in the following that both (8) and (9) are satisfied, which reads 

AyLs  > 1 Ay 1. It ineans that we impose the preference of the solid for A to he stronger than the 

preference of the free surface for any species. If it was not the case, we should call 4 the 

polymer at the free surface and invert LV and LS indexes everywhere ; then we couid use 

directly all the results which follow. Indeed, as we consider geometries where the liquid-solid 

and liquid-vapor interface have the same area, they play a symmetric role in the expression of 

the free energy. Hence conditions (S) and (9) do not restrict the generality of the analysis. 

Let PI  and f2  he the thicknesses of the two layers in the bilayer (Fig. 2). For fixed 

A,, one can exchange molecules between the two Layers and hence P, and P2 have to be 

determined by minimizing the energy of the system with respect to one of them. From volume 

conservation we have 

A ,  = mNo'/(P,  + PI )  

x:" 
1 Y e  i " A 

B 

- YA* B 
_.________.. 

Fig. 2. - Schematic cross-section of a finite bilnycr ABBA on a solid. The fictive interface BB is 

rcpresented by dotted lines. 
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The total energy of the system is 

O F ,  = (312) n k B  T { n z ,  P i  + ni2 f i } / R a  + 12 yAB + -t rLs - ysV} A ,  (10) 

with n i l  = A ,  ! , / ( N u ' )  and I I Z ?  = A ,  Pz / (Na3) .  

have the same thickness. The minimum of the energy is given by 

Minimization of OF2 with respect to f ,  at coiistiint A ,  leads to PI = !*, i.e., the two layers 

O F 2  = n1 ( ( 3 / 2 )  n k B  T(!/R,,)' - S2 Nu'/!) (1 1 )  

where 

S? = (1/2)S, - Y,,B 

Note that this is the same expression as that for A F , ,  but with S ,  replaced by S2. When 

S2 c 0, A F  has a miniiuttm and the bilayer is at least a metastable state. For S2  > 0, the hilayer 

is unstable and spreads on the solid surface. 

3. Wetting behaviour of a multilager. 

In the following discussion we 'ume that all the layers in the film have the same area. As we 

are considering only the stable and metastable states, this does not exclude any equilibrium 

possibility. For I? layers the expression for the free energy generalizes to 

AF,, = m ( ( 3 2 )  ak~B T(P/R,)' - S, Na'lP) . (12) 

All the layers in  the film have the same thickness P,  since they have the same area. The 

spreading parameter S,, now becomes 

where 

Ay"P = y for 11 odd 

= 0 for 11 even 

The multilayer is at least metastable if S,, < 0. This condition is always satisfied for sufficiently 

large 1 7 ,  since S,, - - yns  as I I  + m.  The free energy of a metastable ii-layer state is 

AF,, = - (3/2) nS8, A ,  

with A ,  = n?Na' / (nP).  Minimizing equation (12) the equilibrium layer thickness i s  found to be 

Dividing O F , ,  by n7 gives the chemical potential 

As p,, is a monotonic function of ISfl3 1 ,  all the stability analysis can be easily carried out in 

terms of the spreading parameter. 

Dividing S,, by yAB, one gets the dimensionless spreading parameter 
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where 

uA = SA/yAR and S u p =  ArUPiyA8 

Note that 

SUP = 8 = (7;" - ytV) /yAB for 12 odd 

= o  for IZ even 

These dimensionless quantities are used in the following discussion. As the behaviour of the 

system is determined by the sign of dcJdn and the sign and magnitude of mt,, we consider the 

various possibilities below. 

3.1 r A  ~ SUP< 0. - In this case U,, is negative for all n all states are metastable. Further, as 

prr decreases with increasing 12, a given film would tend to decrease its surface area by 

increasing the number of layers in it. This results in what may be called a piling up instability. 

Figure 3 illustrates the situation where condition 3. I holds for both parities. Note that the 

continuous lines in the figure are only guides for the eye, since U,, is defined only for integer 

values of n. Figure 4 shows an experimentally observed example of such a piled-up ziggourat- 

like structure obtained after very long time from an  initially uniform 3-layers film. Because of 

its circular symmetry, we call i t  Babe1 tower. Each layer in this pyramidal structure has a 

different area, suggesting that it is a transient state involved in the evolution process. 

Fig. 3. - Variation Of urn versus n for uA = - 2 and 6 = - 1. <I,, is only defined for integer values of 

n, corresponding to big dots on the two continuous curvcs. The chemical potential p,, is rnonotonic 
function of the distance between the nih dot and the horizontal axis. A preference far a high number of 

layers is therefore obtained in that example. 
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Fig. 4. - Ziggourat-like structure obtaincd after annealing at 170 .C for one day a thin film of a 

symmetric (Polystyrene-polymethyimetacrylate) diblock copolymer of mass 57 000, with a thickness 

initially uniform, as observed by Atomic Force Microscopy. Each step between two circular terraces has 

the same heizht L = 290 i 10 A, identical to the lamellar periodicity. 

5 

G n  

d 

. .  

2 

Fig. 5 .  - c, W Y S L L S  i i  for r A  = 5.5 and 6 = 2. n-layers corresponding to big dots above the waxis are 

spreading completely on the solid substrate. Their chemical potential is not defined. Dots bclow the ii- 

axis correspond to metustable state, with one preferential state n* for each parity. In this example, the 

lowest chemical potential is obtained for ,I* even, which is only metastable however. 
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3.2 mA - S " p  s 0. - In this section we consider situations where c,, ~ S i s  high enough so 

that cJ, > 0  for at least one value of n.  In other words, U,, > 2 if n is even and 

cA > 1 + S if n is odd. On increasing n, U,, becomes negalive at 11 = n*  and tends to 

~ y A B  as I I  + to. Thus for 17 < n*, the condition for spreading is satisfied. For !z z n*, 

metastable states are obtained with the state = n* having the lowest energy. Note that even 

this state is only metastable as the energy of the film decreases without bound when it spreads 

on the solid surface. This situation is illustrated in figure 5. 

3.3 INTERMEDIATE CASE. 

S < uA < I -C S (n  odd) 

0 < 0 , < 2  ( n  even) 

3.3.1. - In the narrow range of values of cA defined by the above two conditioiis, 

u , ~  is again a decreasing function of n, but it is always negative, Therefore, a given film cannot 

spread. A11 states are metastable and the chemical potential increases with n.  Hence there is 

one absolutely stable state which is either the monolayer or the bilayer. It is a bilayer if 

p2 c p ,, i.e., if 

U A < 2 S .  (19) 

Figure 6 shows the variation of un with n for such a situation. A necessary condition for 

satisfying the above three conditions is that 0 < S c 2. 

- 2  1 
Fig. 6.  - o,, versus n for rh = 1.5 and 6 = 1.  There is no spreading n-layer since no dot is found above 

the n-axis. The big dot which is the closest from the axis is at n = 2. The bilayer is therefore stable. 

3.3.2. - Let us now consider a situation where (17) i s  satisfied but not (18). There are two 

possibilities ; either uA -= 0 or uA > 2. 
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i) r,, < 0. 

A necessary condition is that 8 c 0. Then the even 17 states fall into case a and are all 

inetastable with the chemical potential decreasing with increasing 1 2 .  The chemical potential of 

any odd state is snialler than that of any of the even parity states. If the system is initially in an 

eve,n state, i t  can be expected to switch parity and finally reach the absolutely stable 

monolayer. This situation is illustrated in figure 7. 

n \ 

\* 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Fig. 7. - o,, versus n for r A  = ~ 1 and 6 = - 1.5. The rnonolayer is absolutely stable. A possible 

evolution of an initial bilnyer is shown by the arrows. 

~2 1 

Fig. 8. - c , ~  I'E~SJ'US n for oA = 3 and 6 = 2.5. The rnonolayer is only metustable, since the dot for the 

bilayer is above the )z-axis, meaning that the bilayer is spreading. 
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ii) uA 2. 

A necessary condition is that S > 1. In this case  the bilayer and possibly some of the higher 

o rder  even slates are unstable and spread on the solid surface. The monolayer is metastable as 

switching to the bilayer leads to complete  wetting, thus lowering the energy of the system. 

S u c h  a case  is illustrated in figure 8 .  

3.3 .3 .  -We finally consider the case where (18) is satisfied but not (17). There are again t w o  

possibilities ; ei ther  uA < S o r  oA > 1 + S .  

Odd 
: i  
i l  

-3 1; 
ii 
i 

Fig. 9. - r,, ~ e i - s ~ i s  n for crA = 0.5 and 8 = I .  Odd states are piling up. while even statcs prefer lowest 

17.  The bilayer is absolutely stable. 

Fig. 10. - Diagramm of ail possible regimes in the (8, r A )  space. Types enclosed in ellipses refer to :he 

corresponding sections in the text. Heavy lines define four main regimes defined on the basis of the 

lowest energy state : spreading ; monolayer ; biiayer ; and Babsl. Thin lines divide these principal areas 

in subregions with uniform behaviours. The pathologic situations mentioned in the text are found in 

dashed arras. 
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Odd Babe1 towers Metastable 

states - monolayers 

Metastable 
piling 

___ 
U? 

instability 
Even 

s t a t e s  
Stable  bilayers 

, 
I 

i) U , <  S. 

The necessary condition on S is that S > 0. This situation is similar to the one of figure 7 

(section 3.3.2 ; i)) with odd and even parities inverted. The hilayer is now absolutely stable as 

can be seen from figure 9. 

i i j  m A >  1 + 6. 

A necessary condition on S is that S c 1. The odd parity states fall into case 3.2 and spread. 

The bilayer is now metastable. The case is very similar to the one illustrated in figure 8 for 

opposite parities. 

All the discussion above has been summarized in the diagramm of figure 10 drawn in the 

( 6 ,  m A )  space. To illustrate how to use it in practice, let us consider an example with 

S = 112. Depending on rA, several behaviours can he encountered. They are graphically 

summarized helow : 

Stable 

monoiayers spreading 

Metastable 

bilayers 
Spreading 

I 
I 

The two dashed area have been left apart in the discussion. They correspond to the strange 

situation where films belonging to one parity are spreading while those belonging to the other 

are piling up. 

4. Grafted monolayer. 

So far in this paper we have assumed that the polymer chains are free to move along the solid 

surface. However, in many practical situations i t  need not he so. Therefore, we now consider 

the case where the first copolymer monolayer is grafted onto the solid substrate. Then the solid 

surface behaves like a plane polymer melt surface. For connection with the previous sections, 

one assunies that the species B is grafted and that the species A is exposed to the air. One 

should also relax the earlier conventions embodied in (8) and (9) concerning A and B 

denominations. Further, the quantities ysv, ytV,  y& have to be replaced respectively by 
A 

yLV. 0, yABl 0 and AY - y A n -  

If we have A against the surface, the dimensionless spreading parameter is given by 

v,, = - ( I / n ) S ” P -  1 

If S is positive even states are prefered. They are all stable with the same chemical potential. 

Consequently, rough surfaces can develop with time. On the other hand, if S c 0, odd states 

are prefered, with : i) stable monolayer and metastable multilayers if - 1 c S c 0 ; ii) all 

states spreading if 6 c - 1. 
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If we have B against the surface, then 

uj, = - (]In) - 1 

un = - ( l / n ) ( l  + 6 )  - 1 

n odd 

n even. 

A necessary condition for the surface to prefer B over A is that 

]U"/ =s 1 .  

This is possible for the even states if (dr,,idn) < 0, i.e., if 6 < ~ 1. But this is precisely the 

spreading condition when A is against the surface. Hence no stable state can be obtained with 

B against the surface. 

As an additional remark we underline that moving 6 across 0 corresponds in principle to a 

rougbening transition. Since y A e ,  y?" and y t v  are temperature dependent, it should be 

possible to obtain a temperature controled roughening transition by the right choice of A and B. 

As an example, let us mention the polystyrene/polymethyimethacrylate copolymer as a 

reasonable candidate. 

5. On a possible reversible temperature induced wetting-dewetting transition. 

Consider a stable monolayer of thickness f', lying on a solid substrate. On increasing the 

temperature above To,, the film melts into a homogeneous mixture of the two species A and B. 

As the A-B interface has disappeared, the spreading condition is now that for a simple liquid 

given by equation (1 ) .  It is possible that S, > 0 for the homogeneous melt, although 

S, < 0 for the monolayer, as the former expression does not contain the - yAB term. Hence we 

can induce a reversible wetting-dewetting transition by changing the temperature. The 

&*a taken Frl I k c  18 15:43:03 1992 
Bvffcr 2l15:43:03IF1>, Raiatcd m, m ~ X C P  hnl, Z Inn1 

Fig. 11. - Disconnected islands of height p o ( l )  = 160 2 10 .& visualized by atomic force microscopy. 
The copolymer is a symmetric PS-PMMA dibloc of molecular mass 57 000, and the substrdte a silicon 

wafer. The initial film was solid and homogeneous in thickness. The present structure has been obtained 
by annealing it at T < To, for 24 hours. Further annealing for one month was unable to modify the island 
population. 
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topology of the monolayer obtaincd on cooling an initially spread film of thickness 

P at T > T,, can be expected to depend on p. If P < P,/2, P,, being the equilibrium monolayer 

thickness, the inonolayer will consist of disconnected islands of thickness p,). Once formed, no 

kinetic evolution is possible except by diffusion of the islands as a whole. Such a structure is 

shown in figure I I. On the other hand, if &!/2 et < P O ,  the monolayer would have a 

distribution of holes in it. A slow growth process driven by the line tension should lead to their 

ultimate disappearance. If P - PO/?, the dewerting should result in the formation of a 

hicontinuous labyrinth of wet and dewet regions. The slow evolution process can then he 

expected to lead to several large disconnected domains. 

To summarize, the essential conclusion of the present work is that the possible equilibrium 

states of a non-grafted copolymei film reduce to monolayers or  bilayers. Every n-layer with 

IZ > 2 is therefore unstable (spreading) or metastable (piling up). The second important feature 

is that the ordered copolymer is more likely to he non-wetting compared to the homogeneous 

melt of the same composition. This leads to the possibility of a temperature controled wetting- 

dewetting transition, driven by the appearancc or disappearance of the A-€3 interface. The third 

feature is the formation of characteristic Babe1 towers in the piling up instability. Their shape, 

however, cannot he understood within the static picture used in this study. The case of a 

grafted monolayer leads to the interesting possibility of the spontancous roughcning of the 

copolymer film deposited on it. A complete understanding of all the experimentally observed 

bebaviours would now require to go into the dynamics of these systems. 
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